MIHA GODEC

Miha Godec (SI)

//godec-photography.com/ graduated from the School of Arts at the
University of Nova Gorica in 2014 and started his professional career as a photographer. During
his studies, he also improved his knowledge at the Portuguese School of ESAD. Godec already
held many photographic and new media exhibitions, both at home and abroad. As an external
professional, he also teaches photography workshops at the undergraduate level at the School
of Arts. As a mentor, he also works with the Kersnikova Institute, where he passes on knowledge
in the framework of the Rampa Lab program. He also independently carries out scientific art
workshops such as DIY Microscopy and DIY water filtration. He continues his artistic endeavours
pursuing a Master’s Degree at the School of Arts by researching new media (360 photography
and virtual reality) with a conjunction of art, science and ecology. In October 2017 he received
a financial award from the MFRU for the production of a new student work. The result was a
new work titled “Palingenesis of Fluvial dialects in Anthropocene Epoch” which was exhibited at
the Pixxelpoint Festival. It was also selected for the artistic incubator at the Black Clinic festival
and was also exhibited in Zagreb. In 2020 Godec is completing his studies and dedicates great
attention to the development of new projects that touches the transhumanistic ideas. He collaborated with Valerie Wolf Gang and together they are producing a new intermedia virtual reality project titled “David’s look” which was
also financially supported by
MOL(Ljubljana). His new project is dealing
with living organisms and
ecosystems in connection with technological progress. He is
interested in how this knowledge and
art practises can
help homo sapiens to understand and
survive through
Anthropocene.

Awards and nominations:
• TESLA Award nomination 2018
• Ur institute – Black Clinic art incubator 2017
• MFRU student grand 2017
• Red Bull Illume Image Quest 2013 – final top 250

Exibitions:
New media:
• 2020 group exhibition, Searching for OO and David’s gaze, Zajčja luknja,
Cankarjev dom, Ljubljana, Slovenia
• 2019 group exhibition, David’s gaze, Speculum artium, Trbovlje, Slovenia
• 2019 group exhibition, Waving drops , esc medien kunst labor, Gradz, Austria
• 2019 solo exhibition, Palingeneza 2.0 , MGLC Svicerija Ljubljana, Slovenia
• 2019 solo exhibition, David’s gaze Kersnikova, Ljubljana, Slovenia
• 2018 group exhibition, Con·d/s·ense, MAST module at MITI, Funchal, Madeira
• 2018 group exhibition, Searching for OO, Premiere, Celje, Slovenija (2018)
• 2018 solo exhibition, Palingenesis of Fluvial dialects in 		
Anthropocene Epoch II, Sajeta music festival, Tolmin, Slovenia
• 2018 group exhibition, Searching for OO, Kino Otok, Izola, Slovenia
• 2018 group exhibition, Palingenesis of Fluvial dialects in Anthropocene Epoch II, School of arts, Gorica, Italia
• 2018 group exhibition, Palingenesis of Fluvial dialects in Anthropocene Epoch, School of arts, Gorica, Italia
• 2018 group exhibition, Palingenesis of Fluvial dialects in Anthropocene Epoch, Pionirski dom, Ljubljana, Slovenia
• 2017 group exhibition, Palingenesis of Fluvial dialects in Anthropocene Epoch, Pixxelpoint, Nova Gorica, Slovenia
• 2017 group exhibition, Palingenesis of Fluvial dialects in Anthropocene Epoch and Roscoff; seeing the unseen, Black Clinic festival, Zagreb, Croatia
• 2017 group exhibition, Searching for OO, MFRU, Maribor, Slovenia
• 2017 group exhibition, Roscoff; seeing the unseen, Speculum artium, Trbovlje,
Slovenia
• 2017 group exhibition, Searching for OO, School of arts, Gorica, Italia
• 2016 group exhibition, Roscoff; seeing the unseen, Pixxelpoint, Nova Gorica,
Slovenia

CRONUS
“Time is not a river
Nor a ticking clock
Nor an hourglass
We cannot save time
We cannot spend time
We cannot borrow time
We cannot buy time
We cannot cheat time
Time is not a gift
Time is not our friend
Nor our enemy
Time is not on our side
Time is not ours in any sense
Save for the single second
That holds our full attention
Then slips forever beyond grasp “
				
-Mary Havran

Photography:
• 2017 solo exhibition, Living with Guna-Yala Indijans, STA, Ljubljana, Slovenia
• 2017 group exhibition, Matchbox Pinhole, Teresor, Ljubljana, Slovenia
• 2017 group exhibition, Roscoff , School of arts, Gorica, Italia
• 2016 solo exhibition, Basque country, Zoo bar, Ljubljana, Slovenia
• 2016 solo exhibition, Fuerteventura, Centralna postaja, Ljubljana, Slovenia
• 2015 group exhibition, Ujusanjsa summer, Druga pomoč, Ljubljana, slovenia
• 2015 group exhibition, In pursuit of happiness, School of art, Nova gorica,
Slovenia
• 2014 solo exhibition, Morocco, Geo navtik, Ljubljana, Slovenia
• 2012 group exhibition, School of arts, Ljubljana, Slovenia
• 2012 group exhibition, Student mobility exibition, Caldas da rainha, Portugal
• 2011 group exhibition, Filmska trgatev, Cultural Centre Grosuplje, Grosuplje,
Slovenia
• 2010 group exhibition, School of arts, Ljubljana, Slovenia
• 2010 group exhibition, Abstract figures, School of arts, Ljubljana, Slovenia
• 2009 group exhibition, Portraits , School of arts, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Project by: Miha Godec
Name of the project: Cronus (2017)
Menthor: Jasna Hribernik.
Producers: masters programme at the
School of Arts - University of Nova Gorica
Co - Producers: Zavod Kersnikova

“It’s surely our responsibility to do everything within our
power to create a planet that provides a home not just for
us, but for all life on Earth.”
Sir David Attenborough

Roscoff project; seeing the unseen, is a bio-art installation which uses simple tools, cheap lens from
a laser light and a smartphone camera, to get a
better view, understanding and awareness of an
unknown but a very special delicate sea worm,
who is coexisting with an algae. This fascinating
little creature is actually an plantanimal. In juvenile
stage worms eat the algae and creates a simbiosis.
It can also regenerate its head and have a primitive eyes. Roscoff worm can teach us a lot about
climate change and also about self sustainability
and coexistence with nature and its importance.
The project developed from a BIOBOX wokshop
(Roscoff worm educational kit - initiation into marine biology), mentored by Robertina Sebjanic.
The art instalation is setup in a way that the viewer
walks in front of the projector thus projecting its
own shadow on the worms projection and in a way
blends himself with instalation. The project tries to
encourage the viewer to view things from a new or
different perspective in order to broaden our horizons.
Roscoffs worms like many marine animals are not
well prepared for the climatic changes to come in
the Anthropocene era. The acidification of our oacens because of CO2 absorption is a major concern
since its effects are still not fully understood. This
plant-animal is doomed to be extinct in the near
future. Scientists use Roscoff worms in laboratories to understand climate change and the delicate
process of symbiosis. And so they try to predict
the future of our coral reefs. Roscoff worms and
Corals expulses its algae partner due to the stress
caused by changes in temperature and acidity of
the water which result is the death of the host. Symsagittifera roscoffensis, formerly called Convoluta

Roscoffensis, is a free-living acoelomorph worm
which is special because of it symbiosis with algae
which happens in juvenile stage. S. roscoffensis
is a small, about 15 mm long, flat worm. It assimilates the algae, Tetraselmis convolutae into its parenchymal cells, giving it a green colour. For this
reason, its common name in the Channel Islands
is the “Mint sauce worm”. In its adult stage, the
worm lives off the excesses of its symbiotic algae,
although the mouth is still present it doesn’t serve
its function anymore. The worm provides shelter
and some nutritional benefits in return. The worm
can be found in shallow water on sheltered sand
beaches along most of the Atlantic Coast (including the coasts of Wales, Brittany, the north of Spain
and Portugal). If right conditions are met they can
live up to 6 months in laboratories.
They also have sensory structures such as a pair of
pigment cup eyes and a statocyste are connected
to the worm’s primitive nerve system and facilitate
3-dimensional and light-dark orientation. They also
have regeneration abilities. Roscoff worms can regenerate its head which is interesting for scientist
to study and understand. The question then arises,
is it still the same worm after its head is regrown?
Project by: Miha Godec
Name of the project: Seeing the Unseen, Roscoff project (2016 - 2017)
Menthors: Robertina Šebjanič and Rene Rusjan
Produced: project is part of the masters program of
School of Arts - University of Nova Gorica
Special thanks to Asja Trost for helping in the early
phase of the project and dr. Xavier Bailly from Roscoff
Biological Station, France for “BIOBOX / Roscoff worm
an Educational kit designed by the Roscoff Biological
Station, France.

Searching for ’ō’ō

Searching for ’ō’ō is a 360 photography and sound installation. The user is confronted with a 360 spherical photograph representing a place that exists now but will not be here for much longer, an island called Naranjo Chico
which is one of 370 low-laying islands of San Blas Archipelago. Fourty of the San Blas islands are inhabited by indigenous Indian people called GunaYala. They speak their own language and enjoy an autonomous region inside
the country of Panama. Researchers claim that the sea could rise by 2 meters due to climate changes by the year
2100, which would sink the islands. Some scientists even say that the islands will be uninhabited in 20 to 30 years
time. The GunaYala people will not disappear by the rising sea, but this will significantly change the way they live.
They will have to move to the mainland where they will face new and different problems like malaria.
If you listen carefully you can hear a bird song. It is the haunting beauty of a love song lost amidst the shrill sounds
of commercial exploitation. It is a song by a bird called The Kaua’i ’ō’ō from a family of Australo-Pacific honeyeaters.
This species is now extinct due to habitat destruction, however the related cause for extinction was human intervention. What you are hearing does not exist anymore. It is a song last heard in 1987. The bird is all alone, the last
of its kind, calling for a female that will never come...
SOUND

School of Arts of University of Nova Gorica (UNG AU) //
au.ung.si/: study of animation, film, photography, new
media and contemporary art practices in BA (Digital
Art and Practices) and MA (Media Arts and Practices) programmes. Located in the border towns of Nova
Gorica (Slovenia) and Gorizia (Italy).
Miha Godec (SI) //godec-photography.com/ graduated from the School of Arts at the University of Nova
Gorica and started his professional career as photographer. He continues his artistic endeavours pursuing
a Master’s Degree at the School of Arts by researching
new media (360 photography, VR) with a conjunction
of art, science and ecology.

VISUALS

Project by: Miha Godec
Name of the project: Searching for… (2017)
Menthors: Robertina Šebjanič, Rene Rusjan and Peter
Purg
Project is part of the “Media Arts and Practices” masters programme at the School of Arts - University of
Nova Gorica

Special thanks to the orginizers of MFRU for student
grant and technical support, Marko Cafnik from Snaut
for providing VR googles and Tim Velkavrh for providing props for the exhibition.

Topology – Future evolution of Periplaneta is the title of the work
that is dealing with questions of transhumanism and the future innovation of technology. With the world being on a break of Artificial
Intelligent innovation some of the leading thinkers’ philosophers’
scientist and influential people are publicly debating about the possibility of our world being digitally simulated in computers. Elon
Musk has already publicly stated that he thinks there is a very slim
chance that our world is in the base reality and that he believes we
are in a simulation. Powerful quantum computers or Matrioshka
brain-computer running on a power of the whole sun might just
be the key breakthroughs to simulate conciseness and the world
around us. Simulated reality or simulation hypothesis is the hypothesis that reality could be simulated—for example by quantum computer simulation—to a degree indistinguishable from “true” reality.
It could contain conscious minds which may or may not be fully
aware that they are living in a simulation. This is quite different from
the current, technologically achievable concept of virtual reality.
Virtual reality is easily distinguished from the experience of actuality; participants are never in doubt about the nature of what they
experience. Simulated reality, by contrast, would be hard or impossible to separate from “true” reality. There has been much debate
over this topic, ranging from philosophical discourse to practical
applications in computing. The version of the simulation hypothesis was first theorised as a part of a philosophical argument on the
part of René Descartes, not firstly by Hans Moravec. Later, the philosopher Nick Bostrom developed an expanded argument examining the probability of our reality being a simulation. His argument
states that at least one of the following statements is very likely to
be true:
1. Human civilization is unlikely to reach a level of technological maturity
capable of producing simulated realities or such simulations are physically impossible to construct.
2. A comparable civilization reaching aforementioned technological status will likely not produce a significant number of simulated realities
(one that might push the probable existence of digital entities beyond
the probable number of “real” entities in a Universe) for any of a number
of reasons, such as, diversion of computational processing power for
other tasks, ethical considerations of holding entities captive in simulated realities, etc.

3. Any entities with our general set of experiences are almost certainly
living in a simulation.
4. We are living in a reality in which post-humans haven’t developed yet
and we are actually living in reality

In greater detail, Bostrom is attempting to prove a tripartite disjunction, that at least one of these propositions must be true. His argument rests on the premise that given sufficiently advanced technology, it is possible to represent the populated surface of the Earth
without recourse to digital physics; that the qualia experienced by
a simulated consciousness are comparable or equivalent to those of
a naturally occurring human consciousness; and that one or more
levels of simulation within simulations would be feasible given only
a modest expenditure of computational resources in the real world.
Even if you don’t believe that our reality is simulated you can’t deny
the important questions that the humans will have to answer in
the near future. When we transition into Anthropocene and transhumanism. At what point do we merge with machines. What kind
of social segregation will this technology bring if suddenly some
rich people have advantages of integrating additional memory in
their brains or direct fast connection with the internet or some help
from AI? They will be at a serious advantage than normal humans/
non-cyborgs. There is also a serious question if we create Artifical
intelligent what will happen next; Will it destroy us will it work for
us, if it’s a slave under our control is this moral? Will we become
obsolete? There is also a moral question if we have the power to
simulate consciousness? The sculpture or replicating robotic cockroach in the glass box is a robotic artificial inelegant replicating bug
that is, for now, inactive and closed behind the glass box. Inactive it
looks interesting but if it comes to live and if it escapes its glass box
it may be very dangerous.
Project by: Miha Godec
Name of the project: Topology – Future evolution of Periplaneta
(2018)
Menthor: Robertina Šebjanič.
Producers: master’s programme at the School of Arts - University
of Nova Gorica

Palingenesis of Fluvial dialects
in
Anthropocene Epoch

Palingenesis of Fluvial dialects in Anthropocene is an kinetic sound and visual installation, using water as its main
medium to create a meditative place where a viewer can
listen to a sound of water being purified. Palingenesis is a
concept of rebirth or re-creation, used in various contexts
in philosophy, theology, politics and biology. Its meaning
origins from the Greek palin, meaning again, and genesis,
meaning birth. Dirty water being rebirth into a fresh drinkable water. The installation is using sound to convey the story of waters rebirth and its purification. Maybe in the future
this will be the sound of water streaming through the DIY
water filters in our homes.
This liquid substance is one of the most important elements for life. Water (H2O) forms the world’s streams,
lakes, oceans and rain. It is vital for living organisms, and the
major constituent of their fluids. Water has a long history
and influence on human society in a biological and cultural
way. Whenever we have water we have life. Water is also
claimed to be not only the mother, but also the matrix of
life. Life on Earth has been hosted primarily in water for 3.8
billion years, and only 540 million years ago life moved to
terrestrial milieu. Water is one of the building blocks of life
and without it life cannot be sustained. It’s one of the basic ingredients that NASA is searching for when looking for
life. Human body cannot survive without it for more than
3 days. From all the water on Earth only 2,5% is freshwater
and only 0,007% of water is safe to drink. First human settlements were near the water and throughout the history,
civilizations have flourished around rivers, seas and other
major waterways. Clean water supply was the key ingredient in success of a Roman empire. Water can also be seen
as a flexible, transparent border and a cultural interface. It
used to separate the lands of different tribes the same way
it separates many countries today. Yet, water unites terri-

tories as much as it divides them by offering a channel for
transportation and exchange.
Miha Godec extendedly researches the problems surrounding water in developed and in third world countries. Some
of them he also visited and is looking for a technical diy
solutions while being inspired by the beauty of water. Laren
Polic Zdravic took that inspiration. He designed a soundscape from water movement. A sound designed composition represents an artistic approach of significant features of
the kinetic installation. Redesigned sounds of water movements and transformations, communicate with the notion
of water purification throughout the installation. They convey different expressive qualities of sounds, including some
fragments of african Kora, Ngoni and Bolon. The instrumentation symbolises certain aspects of the specific environment and specific environmental issues. The multi-layered
sound composition demonstrates sounds as “sound sculptures” that blend into new sound stories, folding together
into a new hybrid environment. Unique tones and sound
features of the ”new” environment attempt to tune the audience’s brain into state of relaxation and serenity.
The filter does not perform just in technical aspect but it
works as kinetic-sound sculpture. The fundamental soundscape of the kinetic installation is recorded with microphones and performed live. What we hear is the sound of
water purification. The sculpture attempts to function as an
actual water filter that purifies dirty water which visitors may
drink. Also, It’s purpose is to provide awareness about the
world water-related issues and to make a statement about
the potential technologies that can offer a future solution
to world’s water needs. The installation should give us hope
and a proposition that science and knowledge can save us.
But the question is “will this art save the world or just save
the artists and viewers soul.”

Project by: Miha Godec and Laren Polič Zdravič
Name of the project: Palingenesis of Fluvial dialects in Anthropocene
Epoch (2017)
Menthors: Robertina Šebjanič and Rene Rusjan.
Producers: masters programme at the School of Arts - University of
Nova Gorica
Co - Producers: MFRU, UR institute and Zavod Kersnikova
Special thanks to the organizers of MFRU festival, UR Institute and Zavod kersnikova for financial and technical support, Prof. dr. Mladen Franko head of Laboratory for Environmental and Life Sciences at UNG and
Jelka Kovač from IMT for their scientific help with the project.

Project by: Miha Godec and Laren Polič Zdravič
Name of the project: Palingenesis 2.0 (2018)
Menthors: Robertina Šebjanič and Rene Rusjan.
production and technical execution: Simon Streljaj
Programming: Matic Potocnik
Producers: masters programme at the School of Arts
University of Nova Gorica
Co - Producers: Zavod Kersnikova
Special thanks to the organizers of MFRU festival,
UR Institute and Zavod kersnikova for financial and
technical support, Prof. dr. Mladen Franko head of
Laboratory for Environmental and Life Sciences at
UNG and Jelka Kovač from IMT for their scientific
help with the project.

Palingenesis 2.0
Palingenesis 2.0 is a working title for the next progression of Miha Godec water purification exploration and
the pursuit of sustainable DIY water filtration solution.
The kinetic sound sculpture works on a basic sand and
active charcoal filtration system but in comparison
with a previously built filter, this one also includes a
special filter that can filter 0,02 microns and in effect
can filter 99.9% of bacterias and viruses. So, in theory,
you could filter a river like Ljubljanica to a point where
its safe to drink it. The installation is equipped with
two microphones that record the sound of droplets
passing through the filter. Randomly falling droplets
create recognisable sound patterns that mimic human
heartbeat, which is one of more relaxing and reassuring sound. Miha Godec extendedly researches the
problems surrounding water in developed and in third
world countries. Some of them he also visited and is
looking for technical DIY solutions and how to showcase its natural purification properties through artistic
endeavours. Laren Polic Zdravic took that inspiration.
He designed a soundscape from water movement. A
sound designed composition represents an artistic approach of significant features of the kinetic installation.
Redesigned sounds of water movements and transformations communicate with the notion of water purification throughout the installation. The multi-layered
sound composition demonstrates sounds as “sound
sculptures” that blend into new sound stories, folding
together into a new hybrid environment. Unique tones
and sound features of the ”new” environment attempt
to tune the audience’s brain into a state of relaxation
and serenity.

con·d/s·ense”
This project is part of the MAST programme - Master Module of Art, Science and Technology; it was
developed at the Interactive Technology Institute MITI in Funchal, Madeira, Portugal, and is a prototype or a start of future installation. The piece is a part of Godec’s ongoing series of installation that
are dealing with the purification of water and exploration/research into its sonification properties.
This installation combines water production and sonification and adds time dimension to viewer’s
experience. The installation uses Peltier junction to draw water from the air, it uses condensation principles to create pure water. Condensation is a physical change in the state of matter of a substance, in
this case water. Water droplets are being condensed on the cold bottom of the aluminium cone and
at the tip of the cone a drop is formed. When the droplet gets big enough it drops into a bowl like
pot that resonates the sound of a fallen drop. The bowl-like structure is a modern version of Japanise
Suikinkutsu. Suikinkutsu (literally “water koto cave”) is a variation of the Japanese garden ornament
and q sound-generating music device. It consists of an upside down buried pot with a hole at the
top. Water drips through the hole at the top onto a small pool of water inside of the pot, creating a
pleasant splashing sound that rings inside of the pot similar to a bell or a Japanese zither called Koto.
Japanise Suikinkutsu has also embedded the idea of a philosophy of observing delicate sounds of
nature. The sound it produces helps the viewers to sharpen their senses and to notice small invisible
beauty of nature like the sound of the wind, insects, leaves falling, water droplets, etc. Miha Godec,
with his installation, sets the subtle sounds of the traditional installation ‘suikinkutsu’ into the context
of media art and the environmental issues of water. With the sound of the installation, he attempts to
transcend the viewer to a higher level of awareness.

DAVID’S GAZE
MIHA GODEC & VALERIE WOLF GANG

Michelangelo’s statue of David symbolizes a powerful turning point in the
art world, a renaissance that has transformed the evolution of art, and many
artists have gained inspiration and courage to start thinking differently. The
gaze of the statue of David focuses on a much stronger opponent, which
everyone thought would win and overcome David easily, but the young
man won the battle with a trick and at the same time brought hope to a
brighter future: meaning the mind can win the power of muscles. In the
project, the story of David plays an important symbolic role, representing
the idea of where David would stare his gaze in 21st Century and who
would symbolize the opponent in this case. The main part of the project is
the installation in space, which consists of a pedestal on which the visitor
of the gallery steps and puts their head in 3D printed David’s head in
which he sees his view - it is a spatial scene that relates to the future and
the impact of modern technologies on life. The visitor on the pedestal
symbolically becomes David.

#VR
#AI
#EEG
#3Dprinting
#Nural networks
#BendingReality
#Transhumanism

MIHA GODEC
ARTIST
+386 41 801 973
info@godec-photography.com
www.godec-photography.com

